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Diseases Of The Human Body
So far there is no known cure for autoimmune disorders but Ayurveda has shown some remarkable results by acting on the theory of Vatta, Pitta Kapha.
Autoimmune disorders, when our own body starts attacking us!!
It’s not just mosquitos. Flooding, extreme heat and other climate-related hazards are bringing people into contact with pathogens more often, and affecting people’s ability to fight off disease.
58% of human infectious diseases can be worsened by climate change – we scoured 77,000 studies to map the pathways
A monkeypox patient spoke to ABC News about his diagnosis to raise awareness of what battling the disease can look like, including painful lesions.
Monkeypox patient speaks out about what it's like to have the disease
Climate change can exacerbate a full 58% of the infectious diseases that humans come in contact with worldwide, from common waterborne viruses to deadly diseases like plague, our new research shows.
Climate change can worsen 58% of human infectious diseases
More than 50 percent of human infectious diseases can be worsened by climate change, including malaria and hepatitis.
The majority of infectious diseases in humans can get a boost from climate change
With over 50 reported cases in Clark County and a limited number of vaccine doses, monkeypox is emerging as a threat to public health. In New York and California, officials have already declared ...
UNLV disease expert discusses monkeypox risks
"Eventually, these episodic transformations, which we called flare-ups, form a second skeleton that completely immobilizes all the body ... human genomes in order to better identify rare diseases ...
FOP, The Rare Fatal Disease That Slowly Turns Your Body To Bone
More than 58 percent of human diseases caused by pathogens have at some point been aggravated by climate hazards, a new study has found. Pathogenic diseases are those caused by infectious agents such ...
Equilibrium/Sustainability — Infectious diseases inflamed by climate change
Researchers found evidence of cases in which the spread of 218 diseases had been aggravated by climate hazards such as heat waves, flooding and droughts.
Over Half Of Infectious Diseases Could Be Worsened By Climate Change, Study Finds
Some studies suggest that the risk of cardiovascular problems, such as a heart attack or stroke, remains high even many months after a SARS-CoV-2 infection clears up ...
The Risk of Heart Disease after COVID
Some research suggests that the death toll will rise in the coming years as climate change makes extreme heat more common. Here’s what you need to know about the health risks of extreme heat and how ...
Why Extreme Heat Is So Bad for the Human Body
It is, therefore, the most exhaustively studied protein in the human body, with two scientific papers ... interest because they are linked to rare diseases, even though the 7,000-plus diseases ...
To combat disease, science must look beyond the Kardashian of proteins
Lymphocytes detect that these are foreign, so not naturally occurring within the body, and produce antibodies. This can take a few days, during which time you may feel ill. The antibodies cause ...
The immune system of the human body in defence against disease
A comprehensive assessment of scientific literature has uncovered empirical evidence that more than 58% of human diseases caused by pathogens, such as dengue, hepatitis, pneumonia, malaria, Zika and ...
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